
820XPBL
820XPRD 

WEIGHT CAPACITY
300 LBS

 Available Colors:

Venture XP–
Euro Style Rollator
with Platform
Armrests



Place the rollator on a stable surface and unfold by pushing down on outer edges of the seat until the seat
frame clicks into place and attach the Stabilization Bar by clipping to the Handgrip tubing.

USER MANUAL - 820XP Venture XP

Handgrip

SPECIFICATIONS
NAME

WEIGHT

USER HEIGHT RANGE

ARMREST HEIGHT

HANDLE HEIGHT

SEAT TO FLOOR HEIGHT

SEAT DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT CAPACITY

820XP Venture XP - Euro Style Rollator with Platform Armrests

20 lbs

5’ 4” to 6’ 2“

42” to 47“

48.5” to 53.5”

21.5”

18.75” W x 10.5” D

300 lbs

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Armrest Pad

10” Front Wheels

Hand Brake

8” Rear Wheels

Shopping Bag Handles

Stabilization Bar

Unfolding the Rollator

Removable Shopping Bag
Brake Cable Adjuster

Seat
Adjustment Button

Height Adjustment Tube

Handgrip Adjustment Knob
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• Adjustable platform armrests improve posture.
• Sleek euro style design.
• Lightweight aluminum.
• Convenient storage bag
• Cane holder.
• 10” front wheels for indoor and outdoor use.

Read entire manual prior to assembly and use of this product and save this manual for future reference.
If components are damaged or missing, contact your dealer immediately.

Insert the Handle Height Adjustment tubes into the frame and set to the desired height by sliding the
tube up or down and making sure the Adjustment Buttons click into place. Be sure to set both sides
at the same height. The armrest should be set at a height where your forearms are supported when
standing upright. Your shoulders will “hunch” if set too high.

Adjusting Armrest Height
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GENERAL EXPLANATION



FIGURE 1
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WARRANTY
Limited Lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects.

This warranty does not cover product failure due to misuse, negligence, improper storage or handling,
improper operation or unauthorized modifications.

It is recommended but not required that the product be returned to the Lifestyle Mobility Aids dealer through
whom it was originally purchased. However, all Lifestyle Mobility Aids Dealers are qualified to assist you in
obtaining warranty service. If the product is to be returned to Lifestyle Mobility Aids, prior authorization will
be required. In the event of a defect covered by this warranty, Lifestyle Mobility Aids will determine if the
product will be repaired or replaced.

This Lifestyle Mobility Aids product is identified by a serial number at the time of manufacture. Removing or
defacing the serial number label may void this warranty. If you have questions about your Lifestyle Mobility Aids
product or this warranty, please contact us at contactus@lifestylemobilityaids.com.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
› Do not use this product without first reading and understanding the instructions in this manual.
› Ensure that all functional or moving parts are in good working order before operation.
› Do not apply weight disproportionately to one armrest.
› Do not use on stairs, escalators, moving sidewalks or uneven surfaces.
› Do not go up or down inclines greater than 15% or diagonally across inclines greater than 5%.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Be sure to lock Hand Brakes when using as a seat or making adjustments to settings.

To set the Hand Brake, push forward until it clicks into locked position. To unlock, pull the brake handle
toward the Hand Grip. Be sure to apply equal pressure to both brakes when stopping.

Using the Hand Brakes

Adjust the length of the Handgrip by loosening the Handgrip Adjustment Knob and sliding the tube in or out to
the desired length. Then tighten Handgrip Adjustment Knob until secure. Be sure to set both sides at same length.

Setting Handgrip Length

Due to normal use, the brakes may need to be adjusted occassionally.
On the frame above the rear wheels, use your fingers or pliers to turn the silver barrel
adjuster nut a half rotation at a time until desired setting is achieved (turn clockwise to
tighten or counter-clockwise to loosen). Then turn the outer locking nut clockwise until it
tightens against the housing to keep the barrel adjuster nut from loosening. (See Figure 1)

Adjusting the Brake Cables

Attach the side loops of the shopping bag onto the handles protruding from the front of the rollator seat.
Do not place items weighing more than 10 lbs into the shopping bag.

Attaching the Shopping Bag

Unclip the Stabilization Bar, lower the armrests and pull up on the seat handle until folded.
Folding the Rollator

Stand upright directly behind the seat and place your forearms on the Armrest Pads applying equal pressure.
Place your palms on the Handgrips with your fingers around the Hand Brakes. Walk forward taking full steps.
When walking downhill, apply even pressure to the Hand Brakes to control your descent.

Walking with the 820XP

Make sure to lock the Hand Brakes before sitting and sit with legs to rear of rollator.
Using the Seat

MAINTENANCE

› Regularly check for damage and wear, paying special attention to the brakes and condition of the wheels.
  If there is any damage, stop using the product immediately and contact your authorized dealer.
› Wipe all surfaces with a damp cloth and allow the surfaces to dry thoroughly before use.
› Never use abrasive cleansers or scouring pads on any part of the product.
› Clean wheels using a damp brush with plastic bristles.

Professional inspection is recommended at least once a year.




